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ABSTRACT
The Ling Six Sounds is a basic tool to measure the
hearing performance of patients with cochlear implants or
hearing aids, and they are also basic sounds for
pronunciation. These sounds include “ah,” “ee,” “oo,”
“mm,” “sh,” and “ss”. The frequency spectrum of a sound
signal ranges from 250 Hz – 4000 Hz. This paper
presents an analysis of the Ling Six Sounds of the Thai
people who have a cochlear implant using the Melfrequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) as a features
extraction in our speech-rehabilitation system. Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) was used to investigate the
similarity index of each MFCC value of the Ling Six
Sounds. The results indicated that the Ling Six Sounds
with MFCC features can be effectively used in our
speech-rehabilitation system because the significantdifferences index of the DTW distance involving similar
words was below 3000, and was over 4000 when
involving different words. In the next step of our
research, the speech- rehabilitation system will be
developed for Thai people who have a cochlear implant
to recover their communication ability.
Keywords: Ling Six Sounds, cochlear implants, hearing
aids, Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficient, Dynamic Time
Warping.
1. INTRODUCTION
In 2012, Susan, Scollie et al. [1] conducted a study on
the Ling Six Sounds, which are the sounds for
audiometry developed by Dr. Daniel Ling. The sounds
are “ah,” “ee,” “oo,” “mm,” “sh,” and “ss”. They cover
sound frequencies from 250-4000 Hz and the high, mid,
and low frequencies of speech. The frequency
characteristics of the Ling Six Sounds are shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The frequency characteristics of the Ling Six
Sounds [1]
The Ling Six Sounds [2, 3] is a basic tool. It measures
the hearing performance of patients with cochlear implant
surgery or hearing aids. The “oo” sound is used to
measure how much very low-frequency sounds can be
heard, including every low-pitched vowel. The “mm”
sound is used to measure how much a low-frequency
sound can be heard, such as vowels in every word we
hear. The “ah” sound is used to measure how much a
mid-frequency sound can be heard. Those who cannot
hear this sound may therefore hear words in conversation
that are unclear. The “sh” sound is a high-frequency
sound. People with severe hearing loss may not be able to
hear this sound if they are not wearing a hearing aid. The
“ss” sound is a very high-frequency sound. People with
severe hearing loss may not be able to hear it without a
hearing aid. The “ee” sound can be both high and low in
the speech-frequency range. If individuals pronounce it
correctly, they can hear both high and low frequencies
well. When imitating a sound, if they say “ss,” they have
low-frequency hearing problems, and if they say “oo,”
i.e. they have a high-frequency hearing problem [4, 5].
However, the advantage of the Ling Six Sounds are
not just for auditory testing but are also basic sounds for
pronunciation. For example, the “mm” sound is used to
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pronounce the word “ me,” the “oo” sound is used to
pronounce the word “boo,” the “ah” sound is used to
pronounce the word “car,” the “ee” sound is used to
pronounce the word “see,” the “sh” sound is used to
pronounce the word “wish,” and the “ss” sound is used to
pronounce the word “us” [6]. People who have received
cochlear implant surgery have hearing and speech
problems after the procedure. They should practice
hearing and speech skills with a speech-language
pathologist at the hospital.
This paper proposed an analysis of the Ling Six
Sounds of Thai people with a cochlear implant. The Melfrequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) was used as a
feature extraction. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was
used to compare the similarity of each MFCC value of
the Ling Six Sounds to determine whether it can be used
to build a speech- rehabilitation system for people with a
cochlear implant.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
In 2010, Phokharatkul et al. [7] presented Thai speech
recognition by integrating two approaches: the neural
network and double-filter banks. The dataset recorded
direction words and the numbers 0 to 10 in the Thai
language. They used the Mel-frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC) for feature extraction, and Euclidean
distance was used to compare the similarities between the
input and the reference vectors. The results were that the
average accuracy rate is 96.3%.
In 2014, M. Bhadragiri Jagan and N. Ramesh Babu
[8] presented a comparison of the features of the words.
The MFCC is used as feature extraction and the DTW is
used for pattern matching. The database recorded five
separate words in the English language. The results
showed that, for similar words, the DTW distance was
below 100, while, for different words, the DTW distance
was more than 300. Therefore, the threshold for
separating words can be set due to the obvious DTW
distance differences.
In 2015, Srijiranon et al. [9] compared the NeuroFuzzy system with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM),
the Support Vector Machine (SVM), the Decision-tree,
and Byes to inspect the performance of recognizing the
human voice using Nero-Fuzzy. They used the Perceptual
Linear Predictive (PLP) for feature extraction. The
database recorded nine words in the Thai language in
several environments. The results showed that the
accuracy of Neuro-Fuzzy was higher than with other
popular algorithms, but GMM and SVM also gave a
relatively high accuracy.
In 2016, Gupta K and Gupta D [10] compared
features of speech using the Mel-frequency Cepstral
Coefficient (MFCC), Relative Spectral Filtering
(RASTA), and Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) in the
Automatic Speech Recognition System. The results were
the advantages and limitations of each feature and a
comparison of the results from other research [11-13].
The advantages of LPC are good accuracy and robustness
to noise and the limitations of LPC are it can't separate
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words with similar pronunciation. The advantages of
RASTA are high accuracy and useful for capturing low
modulated frequencies. The limitations of RASTA for
better performance should be combined with PLP. The
advantages of MFCC are very high accuracy with low
complexity, the limitations of MFCC are the accuracy of
MFCC can be reduced by noise. Imtiaz MA and Raja G
[14] created an automatic speech-recognition system. The
MFCC is used for the extraction of a feature of the
speech. The DTW is used for matching the speech
features. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is used to classify
the words. The database recorded ten isolated words in
the English language. The results revealed that the
accuracy was 98.4% and the error rate was 1.6%.
In 2018, Swedia ER et al. [15] presented a way of
recognizing the speech digits of the Indonesian language
by using the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
algorithm and then comparing the accuracy using
different features, such as the LPC and MFCC. The
dataset recorded the numbers 0 to 9 in the Indonesian
language. The results showed that the accuracy of the
MFCC was 96.58% and that of the LPC was 93.79%.
Tantisatirapong et al. [16] proposed comparing several
feature extractions - i.e., the MFCC, the Spectrogram
(SPT), Energy Spectral Density (ESD), and Power
Spectral Density (PSD) for the Thai speech-recognition
system from the northeastern, southern, and central
regions. The dataset recorded the numbers zero to nine in
the Thai language from 30 female and 30 male speakers.
The results showed that the accuracy of the MFCC
feature was higher than with the ESD, SPT, and PSD.
3. METHODOLOGY

3.1.

The Ling Six Sounds Recording Process

The database was obtained by recording the Ling Six
Sounds from ten cochlear implant subjects (five men and
five women) ages 5 to 60 from the Speech- Rehabilitation
Unit at HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Medical
Center (MSMC), with ethics approval obtained from the
Srinakharinwirot University committee (SWUEC177/2562E). Recorded speech files were in the *.wav file
format using a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz and a resolution
of 16 bits. The time duration of the recording was two
seconds. A sample of the data collection is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The ling six sounds recording process
involving patients
3.2.

The Mel-Frequency
(MFCC)

Cepstral

Coefficients

The MFCC converts the conventional frequency to
the Mel Scale to optimize the appropriate frequencies of
sensitivity for human perception [17-19]. Therefore, it is
quite suitable for speech-recognition tasks.
A cepstral is a discrete cosine transform (DCT) of a
logarithm from a short signal spectrum. The cepstral
coefficient on the Mel Scale is an improved technique of
cepstral by adjusting the spectrum scale on a scale
suitable for human hearing, based on the characteristics
of the sound signals. Low-frequency audio signals are
more important than high-frequency ranges, so a
spectrum scale was designed to capture more detail from
the low-frequency signal. This design is called the Mel
Scale. The steps for calculating the cepstral coefficient on
the Mel Scale are as follows:

• Signal framing: The signal will be framing into short
frames. The duration of one frame is 20 - 40
milliseconds (ms).
• Windowing: The Hamming window is the most
common type of window. The purpose of this stage is
to avoid spectral leakage.
• Fast Fourier Transform (FFT): The Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) is used to convert the signal from
the time domain into the frequency domain.
• Mel-scaled Filterbank: The signal will pass through a
filter. The most common type of filter is Triangular
Bandpass Filter. The signal with a frequency higher
than 1000 Hz will be passed through a logarithmic
frequency and the signal with a frequency lower than
1000 Hz will be passed through a linear frequency.
• Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT): The Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to convert the signal
from the frequency domain into the time domain.
The Mel spectrum [17-19] is calculated by
transmitting the Fourier transformed signals through a
Mel-filter bank. The Mel scale is a measurement based on
the frequencies which humans can perceive. It does not
correspond to the physical frequency of the linear tones
because the hearing system of humans does not have a
linear pitch. The measuring of the Mel from physical
frequency can be shown as (1).

(1)
when
refers to the perceived frequency and
refers to the physical frequency in Hz.
From an MFCC calculation, filter banks are
commonly used in the frequency domain. Usually, the
middle frequencies of the filters are regularly spaced on
the frequency axis. The warped axis is used according to
the expression of a nonlinear function in (1) to mimic the
human ear's perception. The triangular filter shape is the
most commonly used for a filter shape. Figure 4 shows
the triangular filter banks with a Mel frequency warping.

Figure 3. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
characteristic vectors extraction flow
• Pre-emphasis: The magnitude of the signal at high
frequencies is emphasized by passing the signal
through a filter.

Figure 4. A Mel-scaled Filterbank [19]
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is
The Mel spectrum of the magnitude spectrum
calculated by multiplying the magnitude spectrum by
each of the triangular Mel weighting filters following (2).

(2)
when
is the total number of the triangular Mel
is the weight given to the
weighting filters.
energy spectrum bin participation to the output band.
3.3.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)

In this stage, the DTW algorithm is used to compare
the features of a word calculated in the previous step and
the features of another word by calculating the least
distance between two features of the word. If the distance
is close to zero, the terms are similar, and if the distance
is large, the terms are not similar. DTW is a technique to
find an optimal alignment between two arrays or time
series of different lengths [20]. The extent of matching
between two arrays or time series is measured in terms of
the distance factor. Euclidean distance is used to measure
the distance between two features of a word. The DTW
distance between two voice samples is shown in Figure 5.
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second MFCC coefficients and the frequencies lower than
-200 Hz are distributed in the first MFCC coefficients.
Figure 9 shows the frequency content of the “oo” sound,
the frequencies higher than 100 Hz are distributed in the
second MFCC coefficients and the frequencies lower than
-200 Hz are distributed in the first MFCC coefficients.
Figure 10 shows the frequency content of the “sh” sound,
the frequencies higher than 100 Hz are distributed in the
4th MFCC coefficients and the frequencies between -200
to -300 Hz are distributed in the first MFCC coefficients.
Figure 11 shows the frequency content of the “ss” sound,
the frequencies higher than 100 Hz are distributed in the
3rd and 5th MFCC coefficients, and the frequencies lower
than -200 Hz are distributed in the first MFCC
coefficients. The DTW distances of comparisons between
the same words and the different words are shown in
Tables Ⅰ and Ⅱ. The DTW distance closer to 0 showed
that the two words are similar, but the larger the distance,
the less correlated the two words are. The results were
that the same words had a significantly smaller distance
value than the different words. From Tables Ⅰ, a
comparison between the same words is given the DTW
distances below 3000. From Tables Ⅱ, a comparison
between the different words is given the DTW distances
over 4000.

Figure 6. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
features of the “ah” sound
Figure 5. Dynamic Time Warping distance between two
voice samples
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The MFCC features of the Ling Six Sounds are shown
in Figure 6 - 11. Figure 6 shows the frequency content of
the “ah” sound, the frequencies higher than 100 Hz are
distributed in the second MFCC coefficients and the
frequencies between -200 to -400 Hz are distributed in
the first MFCC coefficients. Figure 7 shows the
frequency content of the “ee” sound, the frequencies
higher than 100 Hz are distributed in the 4th MFCC
coefficients and the frequencies between -200 to -400 Hz
are distributed in the first MFCC coefficients. Figure 8
shows the frequency content of the “mm” sound, the
frequencies higher than 100 Hz are distributed in the

Figure 7. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
features of the “ee” sound
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Figure 8. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
features of the “mm” sound

Figure 11. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
features of the “ss” sound
TABLE I.

COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE SAME WORDS
Similar words

Average of DTW distance

ah

2721.39

ee

2857.97

mm

2992.34

oo

2319.23

sh

1904.13

ss

2472.79

Figure 9. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
features of the “oo” sound
TABLE II.

COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT WORDS

Word 1

Figure 10. The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
features of the “sh” sound

Word 2

Average DTW distance

ah

ee

5612.80

ah

mm

4528.52

ah

oo

4440.71

ah

sh

5858.34

ah

ss

7510.71

ee

mm

4960.79

ee

oo

4776.36

ee

sh

4827.32

ee

ss

5674.33

mm

oo

3465.50

mm

sh

4893.58
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mm

ss

6379.13

oo

sh

4848.19

oo

ss

6914.31

sh

ss

6434.43

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents an analysis of the Ling Six
Sounds of the Thai people with a cochlear implant. The
Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) was used as
a feature extraction. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was
used to compare the similarity of each MFCC value of
the Ling Six Sounds. The results from Tables Ⅰ and Ⅱ
were that the Ling Six Sounds with MFCC features can
be effectively used in a speech-rehabilitation system
because the significant-differences index of the DTW
distance involving similar words was below 3000, and
was over 4000 when involving different words. The
difference between this research and other research [7-10,
14-16] was the database in this research is the words used
to rehabilitation the communication of a cochlear implant
person, and the audio data is collected from the people
with cochlear implants. People with cochlear implants
have communication disorders due to they have never
heard for a long time.
The limitations in this research were this research was
not a system that can separate words, it was only a study
of feature extraction of sound to prove that the Ling Six
Sounds can be used in a speech-rehabilitation system and
the words used in this research just a very basic words for
the rehabilitation of communication.
In the next step of our research, a speechrehabilitation system will be developed for Thai people
who have a cochlear implant to help them recover their
communication ability. More words for the rehabilitation
of communication from Speech-Language Pathologist
will be added and using neural network for separate
words in the speech-rehabilitation system. Successful
research in the future will greatly reduce the
rehabilitation of communication time of the cochlear
implant person because the patient will be able to practice
speaking at home more effectively.
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